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Abstract 

Global brands have encouraged the penetration of products in markets, but 

new contexts have emerged, where brands add value to the productive 

sectors and promote the creation and growth of new companies. An approach 

and analysis of the contemporary construction of the sector brand and the 

value it provides to insert countries, territories, cities and products in global 

markets is carried out. On the other hand, in the Latin American context, we 

can observe the emergence of emerging brands that have their origin in the 

need to meet the demand of priority sectors or undertakings derived from the 

identification of unattended market niches, with the potential to become 

trademarks in a higher level. 

Keywords: sectoral brand; country brand; commercial brand; brand 

territory; brand product; brand city; nation brand; global brand. 

 

1. Introduction  

 

The etymology of the word BRAND comes from the old Norwegian word BRANDR, 

which means to burn, as a representative symbol through the marking of fire, with the 

purpose of distinguishing one cattle from another through the brand; in classical Rome, 

potters marked the vases to be linked to the quality of the object, a practice that can be 

associated with exoteric and esoteric words, which represents the exterior or the visible for 

all, what we see of the brand, and the interior as the hidden, what we understand or 

transmit, respectively (Keller, 2005). The brand is "a name and / or signal whose purpose is 

to identify the product of a vendor or group of sellers, to differentiate it from rival 

products" (Stanton, Etzel and Walker, 2000:264). Therefore, the brand sector or sectoral 

brand is a group of products of a specific sector of a country; For example, we can say Fruit 

of Chile (it brings together several products), relating certain standards (quality, taste, price, 
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among.) with the origin. Lazo makes a reference of the sectoral brand in the aspect of its 

positioning, where it indicates that the brand works based on "comparative advantage" and 

"competitive advantage", from an initial perspective of production to international 

distribution. Lazo also associates the sectoral brand with "the existence of a territorial 

concentration", which is related to the grouping of a product or a sector (Lazo, 2006: 37). 

These brands also have the impact of projection and perception; according to Crompton 

(1979) and Kotler, Haider and Rein (1994), the image is the sum of beliefs, ideas and 

impressions, so that the image of a country or a product allows a mental and social 

construction (Crompton, 1979) (Kotler, Haider, & Rein, 1994).  

The region brand is the brand designated by regions of countries or regions of production, 

the basis of city-marketing, which shows the values of a product-destination and positions 

the territorial identity through its brand, for example, the Coffee Cultural Landscape. The 

information available on the creation process and methodologies for the implementation of 

sectoral brands is limited and, in some cases, restricted. The methodology used corresponds 

to theoretical works, and a review of the literature related to the brands will be carried out, 

from the macro aspect in the global sense, and then the contemporary construction of the 

micro of the sector or sectoral brand will be addressed. This article incorporates some of the 

concepts referred to brands of: country, territory, city, trade, sector, product and its link 

with the competitiveness of the regions, based on the bibliographic review and the critical 

and interpretative analysis of the most relevant contents. 

 

2. Decomposition of the Global Brand to the Country Brand: Construction 

process 

 

Based on the contributions presented by Lazo (2006: 37), and the previous investigations 

that we carried out, we have proceeded to delimit the levels according to the position of the 

brands: 
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Fig. 1 Brand Position 

Font: Based on Lazo (2006: 37) 

The global brand can be perceived differently by each culture, which allows some products 

to distinguish themselves from others (Hernani, 2008: 44-45). As can be seen in figure 1, 

the global brand functions as an umbrella brand of all the others until it reaches the 

emerging brand. The role of brands is to present a differentiating concept that satisfies the 

needs of consumers and enhances a positive image of a country's identity, contributing to 

the improvement of competitiveness and its positioning in global markets, which is a goal 

for modern states. The term Nation Brand or Country Brand was employed academically by 

Simon Anholt in 1998; the Country Brand of the 21st century is not entirely defined by the 

author, who refers to the term by means of cases and examples, indicating that the majority 

of successful brands really come from countries that in turn are a brand. In this sense, the 

association of the brand of a product given to a nation certainly gives a positive image and 

generates mutually reinforcing relationships. Anholt believes that: 

―At its simplest level, this association between commercial and national brand is merely a 

case of positive associations with national products: a country is famous for producing 

certain items, and brands in related product categories benefit by association‖ (Anholt, 

1998: 396). 

Building a positive image for the country, based on identity attributes that gives value to 

products and services in a global context, is a state policy in many countries, with specific 

rules and goals established by agreements and public-private partnerships. This idea is 

driven by the new commercial relationships and policies that are established precisely 

through globalization. The country brand concept, therefore, gains strength as an indicator 

of positioning that contributes to the competitiveness of countries, and becomes part of 

government programs, transcending ideological or political differences. At the brand and 

country image observation, Echeverri indicates that: 

―the image of a country is the perception that direct, indirect, real and potential countries 

consumers have; and it is equivalent to the sum of all the elements that make up the country, 
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plus those that are generated to communicate its characteristics; these perceptions contain 

differentiating connotations. All countries are different, that’s how they share common 

elements‖ (Echeverri Cañas, 2015). 

In this scenario, the products, in addition to the intrinsic quality that they must have, must 

also be capable of providing significant experiences based on the production traditions that 

link the product with the country of origin. Before addressing this, we must point out that 

culture can be defined as "the collective programming of the mind that distinguishes the 

members of one category or group of people from another" (Hofstede, 1999: 34). It is 

important, therefore, that the country becomes an adjective of the products, and that the 

products build their own associations as a nation's culture of making. This means moving 

from a "Made in" product to a "Made by" product. In other words, it means designing, in a 

systemic way, the attributes and relationships that allowed us to pass, for example, from 

chocolate of Swiss to Swiss chocolate, from wine of Chile to Chilean wine, from cocoa of 

Ecuador, to Ecuadorian cocoa. This approach makes the Product Nation or Product Country 

relationship an attribute reference that acts as a syllogism for other products brands from 

the same country. 

Fan explains that country is an area of land occupied by a group of people who constitute 

the nation, and manifests two concepts: nation branding and nation brand; the branding 

focuses on marketing techniques and promotion of the image of a national space. (Fan 

2006: 5) "The really innovative thing is to baptize it with the name of nation branding" (de 

San Eugenio Vela 2012: 152). Therefore, Country Brand refers to the country, but not to 

the concept of nation. Similarly, the country brand precept that includes a graphic 

representation are attributes of association to the place by some unique particular concept. 

 

3. The focus of the developing Commercial Brand for Sectoral Brands 

 

The trademark is linked to the doctrines of industrial property, manufacturing and 

geographical indications (Schmitz Vaccaro, 2012: 11), but over time the demand for 

"products in all sectors" has increased (Trout, 2001: 2). It can be linked to a particular place 

or be a global factor that graphically represents a specific product or service. 

According to Morales: 

―The trademark is a legal institution that associates a sign with specific products or services 

and whose purpose is to distinguish the latter from other analogs in the market, which in its 

definition already warns of its use vocation. In this sense, a brand that is not used does not 

fulfill its own function and may end up being a subterfuge of paper destined to hinder 

commercial competition‖ (Morales, 2010) 
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Therefore, the conglomerates of determined products contribute to the development of a 

productive sector, from the point of view of the sector or sectoral brand, the associativity 

would be the motor to potentiate the productive development of a nation. We can associate 

the commercial brand with the product-company brand that, according to Lazo, is at the 

first level of international market positioning, where the products that are exported are 

differentiated and adapted to international requirements (Lazo, 2006: 36), these attributes 

being typical of the sector brand. A trademark that is from a region or an area of a country 

can be transformed into a sectoral brand with the right properties and the right associativity 

of producers to respond to a global demand, with the support of the nation and adequate 

state policies. It is clear that the sectoral or sectorial brand aims to expose the important 

points of a region or of the whole country, with particular attributes and characteristics, 

such as the geographical space that externalizes a productive export potential for an 

economic growth of a specific public. One point to be taken into account is the number of 

companies of different sizes around these particular sectors, which commercialize their 

trademarks autonomously, while through a sectoral brand the inclusion, grouping or 

association of small, medium and large companies linked to the same product/sector is 

characteristic. 

 

4. The contribution of the Sectoral Marks to the Country Brand and 

Territory Brand 

 

The territory brand, also known as brand place (Alameda & Fernández, 2012: 1), has the 

particularity of bringing together the differential attributes of a space, with an added value 

(Monerris, 2008), which is a unifying element referring to the geographical aspect, to 

obtain a certain positioning (López-Lita and Benlloch, 2005 and 2006), based on a strategy 

whose main objective is the increase of tourism, regional or national (de San Eugenio Vela, 

2012: 148); the territory brand is not the same as the country brand, nor the city brand, 

since a territory brand could only refer to a single tourist place. If a territory possesses a 

single product from a fruitful sector, it contributes directly to a double diffusion, not only 

for the country but also for the territory in particular, which translates into an increase in 

tourism potential, and acquisition of that potential product, generating a double economic 

flow.  

The territory brand can support a sectoral brand, position and relate a product to its place of 

origin, which contributes to the recognition of the territory associated with a product, 

tangible or intangible. Examples such as ―empanadas salteñas‖ from Salta in Argentina, 

―deep dish pizza‖ from Chicago in the United States, ―cocido madrileño‖ from Madrid, 

―taquitos al pastor‖ from Mexico, ―mate‖ from Argentina or ―calimocho‖ (Kalimotxo) from 
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San Sebastián in Spain can be the origin of new sectoral brands, for their realization, place 

of origin or product differentiation. Likewise, the link of a trademark with a specific 

country, for example, Juan Valdés coffee from Colombia, which is also a clear example of 

the association of a product with a country, allows us to infer that this type of associations 

can also, with an appropriate strategy, lead to the creation of sectoral brands. 

 

5. The contribution of the Sectoral Brands 

 

Diario El Comercio del Perú exposed through an article the power of a sectoral brand and 

how it can become a sign of productive differentiation, analyzing how Chile has managed 

to increase its participation in global markets in less than five years, using positioning 

strategies powered by sectoral brands (El Comercio, 2015). Anholt says that the effect of 

the country of origin is powerful and complex, therefore, sectoral brands to promote a 

product from the economic point of view generate a systemic change that allows the 

improvement of the visibility of products, promoting exports. Chile, which is a case of 

interest in Latin America, has generated a change in the management of the products that it 

offers to the world markets. (Anholt, Competitive Identity: The New Brand Management 

for Nations, Cities and Regions, 2007). At this point it is important to point out that the 

sectoral brand gathers a conglomerate of perspectives, and its success is directly related to 

the strength of the public-private alliance that supports it. 

García indicates that "Product is what the advertiser factory or distributes and, ultimately, 

what it offers to consumers. Brand is what consumers buy, it goes beyond the materiality of 

the product itself " (García Uceda, 2001: 71). The sectoral brand has two very important 

properties, as they are: distinguish and differentiate. According to the Merriam Webster, 

distinguishing is "2. tr. Make something different from something else by means of some 

particularity, signal, currency" (Real Academia Española, 2018) and differentiate is "1. tr. 

Make distinction, know the diversity of things" (Real Academia Española, 2018). Within 

figure 1, where the position of the brands is shown through a hierarchical structure, the 

sector brand is under the country brand. The evidence shows that the sector brand 

contributes to the improvement of the penetration of products in world markets, positively 

impacts the reputation of countries, fosters cooperation in a fair competition environment 

with clear rules, promotes economic growth, encourages to small and medium enterprises 

to incorporate good manufacturing practices, waste management, new technologies and 

social responsibility policies, in addition to adding value to products and contributing to 

satisfying the demand for products or services in various segments of the population. 
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6. Projection of emerging brands in Latin America 

 

According to Merca 2.0 "emerging brands or Clean Slate Brands are those that have no 

past. That is, they are new, better, open and receptive." Due to the generational changes of 

consumers, they show greater willingness to consume new products and accept new brands. 

In this context, in Brazil, cataloged as an emerging market and also as a Latin American 

benchmark, the level of consumer confidence in emerging brands reaches 65%. (Gonzalez, 

2015) Most emerging brands have their origins in ventures and the emergence of new 

markets, established based on new experiences for consumers, and promoted largely by the 

so-called influencers; They seek to differentiate themselves from traditional brands and 

offer new shopping experiences or products. According to a report presented by the 

consultancy comScore, "Latin America is the region most involved in social networks 

globally." (comScore, 2017) Emerging brands can be, in terms of their time of existence, 

seasonal or temporary brands, which they sell through social networks, conquering the 

centennial or Z generation, who seek options beyond the scope of traditional brands, with 

emphasis in the products and the properties or attributes that distinguish them from others. 

Could these brands arise from a new demand of productive sectors and become sectoral 

brands? The change in the preferences of new users is evident and imminent. 

 

7. Conclusions 

 

The sectoral brands, in their various fields of application, present several difficult adoption 

challenges to the states, regions, cities, industries, entities and people involved in the 

development, manufacture and marketing of products. The political, economic and legal 

implications that go hand in hand with the implementation of a sectoral brand require a firm 

commitment that transcends the limits of a company. How to compete and cooperate at the 

same time, how to resolve differences without affecting the achieved objectives and the 

achievement of common goals are issues to be addressed and resolved before outlining the 

first aspects of the sectoral brand design. In this sense, be aware that agreements imply a 

change in old practices, accept a set of rules, foster an environment of trust among 

competitors, share information and collaborate to achieve the level of expected quality that 

is essential. 

If we take as reference, the Chilean experience, we observe that the state plays a 

fundamental role in the creation and promotion of sectoral brands through ProChile.  It is 

an entity attached to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of that country. It is enough to have a 

first look at its website to clearly observe its objectives: to train producers of exportable 
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products, to promote the exportable offer of Chilean products to world markets, and to link 

potential buyers with Chilean exporters able to satisfy their demand, with emphasis on 

food, industries and services. According to the indicators published by the Central Bank of 

Chile, exports from January to September of 2018 totaled 57.651 USD million, 16.5% more 

in relation to the same period of the previous year. 

This positive trend has been maintained in recent years—remarkable results of the 

effectiveness of the sectoral brands. Regarding the analysis and figures presented in relation 

to emerging brands, it is logical to point out that these may arise from a single sector of a 

region or territory, and have the potential to become sectoral brands, as well as be linked to 

promote—in addition to the consumption of products—tourism. 
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